IFS SOFTWARE PARTNER CASE STUDY

IFS APPLICATIONS™ WITH CLICKLEARN
—GAINS IN ADOPTION SPEED AND
BRINGS USER EFFECTIVENESS

Since 2015 Multiplex has relied heavily on the
construction and finance modules of IFS
Applications to successfully run its day-to-day
business. Additionally, the approval management
process, a key facet of their business, uses IFS
Document Management as its backbone.

COST SAVINGS IN TRAINING AND SUPPORT
Erin Pidcock, Operational Development Manager for Multiplex,
faced the challenge of delivering global training for the new
system, in addition to providing continued support to users as
each region went live. At IFS World Conference 2016, Pidcock saw
a ClickLearn demo and was excited about the value that it could
provide. Multiplex has around 1,000 IFS Applications users, 250 in
finance and 750 in projects (construction). Pidcock is responsible
for the continuous training and support of the Projects group.
Multiplex resources were limited, and the burden to continuously
travel around the globe to perform ERP training in remote locations,
or go to the expense of flying users to Sydney for training on IFS
Applications centrally, would require considerable cost and be an
inefficient use of employee time. ClickLearn provided a new option.
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Pidcock commented, “Multiplex has achieved large cost and time
savings in training using with ClickLearn. I can create amazing
training videos with ClickLearn and include the entire background
context that in the past I had to deliver in person. Now, we can
deliver the training where the people are, and nobody has to travel
anywhere.
“But the best thing feature is the ClickLearn Virtual Assistant. I tell
people, ‘just turn on the virtual assistant, you can work within your
real project and it’s not going to let you do anything wrong.’ That live
guide is just brilliant.”
After purchasing ClickLearn in November, 2016, Multiplex’s first
priority was to create about 120 videos covering 8 key IFS
Applications modules. “I launched ClickLearn to all our Multiplex
sites globally, in April,” said Pidcock. “The instructions showed users
how to make ClickLearn their home page in IFS Applications, and in
that first month support desk ticket numbers dropped by 33%. Since
then, we have seen a steady reduction in ticket numbers each
month, despite more projects and users being added into the system.
Our longer-term goal is a 50-75% reduction.
“Initially, we had 2 people, full time for 6 months creating and
revising work instructions, they had about 40 in Word document
format. Then, after each region’s go live, there was a constant
revision cycle to keep everything up to date with system changes and
our teaching approach. With ClickLearn in about half that time, I’ve
created 120 work instructions in Word, PowerPoint and video
formats, plus the virtual assistant. And the videos are such high
quality. There is just no comparison between the manual way and
the ClickLearn way.”

TRAINERS AND END USERS FIND
CLICKLEARN EASY TO USE AND MAKE IT AN
ESSENTIAL ADDITION TO THEIR IFS
SOFTWARE
Pidcock and other Multiplex trainers had no difficulty getting up to
speed on ClickLearn. She explained, “Learning how to use
ClickLearn wasn’t hard. The key for me was to put the techniques
into practice as quickly as possible. After my first 7 or so work
instructions, I was good to go. I created about 120 work
instructions in just a week. Editing took some time, but that was
just because I was adding specific company and regional context
to the process information that ClickLearn did for me.”
ClickLearn creates uniform documentation, which is very important
to effective communication and user acceptance. “With ClickLearn
everyone is learning the same thing, the same way, and we know that
communication is effective and efficient. We’ve never had globally
uniform training materials. They make a big difference to everyone.”
Keeping process documentation current is also easy with
ClickLearn. “To replace a work instruction,” said Pidcock, “we just
upload the new ClickLearn recording to our SharePoint site. It
immediately appears in all of our users’ Learning Portals in IFS
software. That’s great because we are 100% certain that everyone
is always using the current version of every work instruction.
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In the past, with work instructions on paper, we could never be
sure that all our users had scrapped the old one and had the new
one. Now we don’t have to worry about that. Also, we can update
and share new training material very quickly.”

IF ANYBODY COMES TO ME AND SAYS THEY WANT TO GET IFS
APPLICATIONS, I WOULD SAY TO THEM, ‘THAT’S GREAT, BUT TO
ENSURE YOU BENEFIT FROM IFS APPLICATIONS FASTER AND
EVEN MORE EFFICIENTLY, YOU’VE GOT TO GET CLICKLEARN ALSO’.
ERIN PIDCOCK, OPERATIONAL DEVELOPMENT MANAGER,
MULTIPLEX (FORMER IFS TRAINING IMPLEMENTATION MANAGER AT
MULTIPLEX)

Multiplex’s end users adopted ClickLearn quickly. “Our IFS users
really like ClickLearn. It gives them what they want when they want
it, right at their desk. When I go around now, I hear IFS Applications
users telling others, ‘if you don’t know how to do that, just go into
ClickLearn and it’ll show you how.’

BENEFITS
	Reduces the cost and time to
train and support IFS end
users
	Users train and learn at their
desk with videos and a live
guide inside of IFS
	Reduces Help Desk calls by
50% or more
	Eliminates concern about
whether everyone has the
current version of work
instructions
	Creates well formatted work
instructions with a uniform
look and feel

“We’re growing so fast that the demands for training just can’t be
met in the traditional way. With ClickLearn I have a channel that all
the new users can tune into and they get exactly what I would give
them in person.”
Pidcock Says, “If anybody comes to me and says they want to get IFS
Applications, I would say to them, ‘that’s great but then you must get
ClickLearn also.’”

LOOKING FORWARD TO IFS APPLICATIONS 10
AND CENTRALIZING THE IFS USER EXPERIENCE AROUND CLICKLEARN
Pidcock commented, “Multiplex and IFS are in for a very long
relationship. Now we’re looking to the future and for even more
ways to do more with IFS software. And we’ll never go live on any
application again without ClickLearn work instructions being in
place.”

Production: IFS September 2019.

Multiplex is also planning further advances in their use of
ClickLearn. “We plan to make ClickLearn the official home page in
IFS Applications for our commercial users, that’s 600 or 700 people.
So they’ll have the IFS Navigator along the left side of the home
page and the ClickLearn Learning Portal in the center of the page,”
explained Pidcock.
Beyond that, Pidcock said that her next stage is to create a ‘Tips and
Tricks’ section in ClickLearn as well as a troubleshooting facility.
“You type in the error that you’ve got and ClickLearn automatically
brings up a ‘how to fix it’ response. That’s really what support does
these days anyway, so we plan to automate that process using
ClickLearn’s capabilities.”

FIND OUT MORE
Further information, e-mail
to info@ifs.com, contact your
local IFS office or visit our
web site, ifs.com

